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For Immediate Release 

 

VMC Group Secures Strategic Investment from Broadview 
Group to Facilitate Acquisitions of CanFab and BRD 

 

BLOOMINGDALE, NJ — VMC Group achieves an expansion milestone though 
a strategic investment from and partnership with Broadview Group. This 

development marks a pivotal moment for VMC Group as it expands reach 
and capabilities through these acquisitions, fortifying its strong industry 

position.  
 

The infusion of capital from Broadview Group provides additional financial 

backing and represents a resounding vote of confidence in VMC Group's 
vision and strategic direction. Acquiring CanFab and BRD compliment  VMC 

Group’s ability to provide solutions for clients in Air, Noise, Vibration Seismic 
and Shock amid significant macro shifts in the industry.  

 
"With this strategic investment from Broadview Group, VMC Group is primed 

to accelerate growth, specifically through the integration of complementary 
companies like CanFab and BRD," said John Wilson Jr., Chairman and Chief 

Executive Officer at VMC Group. "This investment underscores the believe in 
our vison and tactically seizing upon highly adverse events in our markets. 

Our unwavering commitment to  calculated growth through engineering, 
technology and people. VMC Group's commitment to delivering excellence 

and innovation remains steadfast”  
 

“VMC is uniquely positioned and primed for substantial growth, both within its 

core markets, and through the pursuit of untapped market opportunities,” said 
Clay Hunter, Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer at Broadview. “We 

believe systemic tailwinds driving digitalization, decarbonization, and the 
growing importance of indoor environmental quality and energy efficiency, as 
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well as the growing prevalence of building codes governing seismic and noise 
pollution, provide VMC Group ample opportunity to expand its suite of 

solutions and drive well above market growth. Our unique structure and long-
term investment horizon allow us to support VMC as they further distance 

themselves from competitors.” 
 

The investment from Broadview Group not only empowers VMC Group to 
pursue strategic acquisitions but also enhances its capabilities to drive 

innovation and deliver unparalleled value to its customers. 
 

 
### 

 
 

ABOUT BROADVIEW GROUP 

Broadview Group invests in and partners with successful business owners and 
growth-oriented leadership teams to help scale and create significant and 

sustainable value in niche manufacturing, specialty distribution, business 
services, and B2B food and agriculture businesses. Broadview’s long-term 

perspective enables true alignment with its partners and portfolio 
companies. Broadview Group’s principals have decades of experience leading 

and scaling businesses and providing strategic insight and other expertise as 
executives, lead investors and board members in a variety of businesses and 

industries. 
 

ABOUT VMC GROUP 
For over a century, VMC has maintained its status as a global leader in 

designing and manufacturing vibration isolation, seismic control, and shock 
protection solutions. Renowned across diverse industries such as commercial 

HVAC, power generation, military, aerospace, and various industrial sectors, 

VMC offers comprehensive product lines and engineering services. 
 

From spring mounts to elastomeric architectural mounts, wire rope isolators, 
curbs, and bases, VMC's extensive range of products is meticulously 

engineered to surpass standards for seismic, non-seismic, shock, and other 
demanding applications. 

 
With its recent expansion, VMC is poised to introduce Engineering Controlled 

Environments, ensuring precise management of air quality, noise levels, 
seismic activity, vibrations, and shocks. This advancement underscores 

VMC's commitment to advancing environmental control solutions across 
industries. For further details, please visit: VMC's website 
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ABOUT BRD NOISE AND VIBRATION CONTROL 

Founded in 1975, BRD Noise and Vibration Control specializes in designing and 
manufacturing prescriptive sound attenuation solutions for HVAC and 

industrial equipment with performance accountability. Through its flagship 
Hushcore® brand, BRD offers a comprehensive suite of innovative solutions 

designed to solve complex HVAC noise and vibration challenges for education, 
healthcare, data center, hospitality, multifamily, and commercial office 

applications. For more information, please visit: https://hushcore.net/ 
 

ABOUT CANNON FABRICATION 
Founded in 1988, Cannon Fabrication designs and manufactures custom 

commercial HVAC accessories, including roof curbs, adapter curbs, 
economizers, and power exhaust accessories. CanFab’s products are 

configured to reduce energy consumption of HVAC units and improve indoor 

air quality.  For more information, please visit: https://canfab.com/ 
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